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Strange Lights in a Dark World 2023-06-01

beware of spoilers ahead this novella is designed to be read after fall silver artemis and before in the shadow
of the sundered king the end of the old world saga begins beneath strange lights in an alien sky from australian
author joel preston comes a cosmic adventure that takes his series into realms beyond the universe the old
world saga embraces the cthulhu mythos in this tale about the things beyond both gods and angels that linger
in the dark it first happened in the wendigo incident when us navy seal patrick leeson aka neanderthal read from a
mysterious black book to distract the monstrous wendigo and save the life of joshua dare what he summoned
that day was just a glimpse of the horrors that lie waiting beyond the known universe the room shook as eyes
and tentacles appeared before vanishing almost as quickly then in fall silver artemis professor malcolm selleck
used a similar black book to summon an eldritch abomination in the games of skrymir it was that same book that
a civilian randall dare had been studying before his disappearance right at the end of that story randall dare
reappeared unexpectedly in the destruction of sydney harbour before the demonic cthulhu and he had some friends
with him strange lights in the dark world is the story of how randall got there now in this novella we follow
randall dare as he opens a wormhole to a planet called the dark world thrust into this story of magic and
supernatural terrors by sheer blood association randall becomes stuck outside the universe looking for a way
back in an alien army is waking up and it looks like they have their sights set on planet earth luckily with
randall is another lost soul patrick leeson together they will encounter one of humanities most revered
religious figures also stranded in the dark world with jesus of nazareth on their side and a particularly
fearsome t rex the stage is set for the coming war against the star spawn and their great old one leader the
blurb randall dare put his mathematical skills to the test by solving a complex alien equation in a mysterious
black book rather unexpectedly the young physics prodigy opened a portal to a dimension outside the physical
universe stuck in a realm called the dark world randall must navigate ancient ruins alien armies and monsters
to get back home he learns that his australian colleagues are on their way to a sunken city where a horrible
cosmic god lies sleeping because of him they might be on the verge of waking it up with the help of the citizens of
the dark world including a sixty five million year old dinosaur the race is on for randall to work out how to
cross dimensions and deliver valuable information for the coming fight only he isn t the only human trapped out
there us navy seal patrick leeson aka neanderthal has arrived too along with humanity s most famous
religious figure randall has to figure out how to get them all back to earth and time is ticking

Strange Lights in a Dark World 2023-06

deep within the remote forests of minnesota a terror lurks a haunter among the trees moves in the mist inflicting
its deathly gaze upon the unfortunate souls who cross its demonic path the wendigo a monster that is the
incarnation of endless hunger itself is leaving a trail of corpses in its wake and the united states government
has no idea how to deal with it fortunately the united states supernatural occurence taskforce has heard a
rumour there is a caged supernatural monster being kept hidden by the australian government that monster may
just be the key to solving their wendigo problem joshua dare returns in the action thriller the wendigo incident
taking place after the events of in the shadow of monstrous things and rise golden apollo we find josh still a
prisoner in a secret facility hidden within australia s central desert he is nothing but a test subject since his
capture in 2019 his life has been nothing more than training and wandering the same corridors as a lab rat all
of that changes when us navy seal patrick leeson codename neanderthal arrives with an offer josh can t refuse
in the usa they need a monster to take down a monster and josh appears to be the man for the job but can the
wolf that hides within him really be managed and what strange circumstances surround the appearance of the
wendigo in those woods uncover the mystery now in the wendigo incident this novellete leads straight into the
the old world saga book three in the shadow of the old world

The Wendigo Incident: An Old World Saga Novelette 2021-07-27

a rejected boy a band of children sold by their parents a disgraced monk and his dog sent on one last quest a
faith ready for revolution two civilizations of spirit and steam trapped in a war they cannot end in akiniwazi
the land of the seven freshwater seas the war between heaven and hell is joined and the fate of every soul hang
in the balance

A Light Rises in a Dark World 2017-02-17

welcome to the dark world a world kept from the eyes of humans where all manner of dark creature live war
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and thrive but certain creatures are about to find that there is more to the dark than blood and bite the dark
world holds secrets and the greatest of all are about to be revealed when xavier delacroix witnesses the
death of beloved vampire order member eleanor black his world is turned upside down a visit to the king of all
dark creatures dracula reveals little but more secrets sending xavier to keep a few for himself after all he is
no longer sure who he can trust with the surprising appearance of strange new creatures the dark world is
plagued with a strange energy energy that is affecting all dark creatures for the worst equipped with nothing
but questions xavier and those close to him are forced to face this new threat even if it may cost them their
lives

The Dark World 2016-08-30

first came the story of a young man s brush with a monster from myth next came the adventure of the spy in
rome who found the golden god lost in time now prepare for the adventure in a lifetime as those stories come
together in in the shadow of the old world the direct sequel to in the shadow of monstrous things and rise
golden apollo the third novel in the old world saga is a journey across the earth and beyond the power of the
lost god king is waiting for someone to claim it be it god angel demon or someone unexpected the stakes have
never been higher and joshua dare is right in the middle of it the story after his capture in 2019 joshua dare has
been kept imprisoned by the australian supernatural taskforce a leak causes the alliance between the old world
a group of paranormal enthusiasts and the australian government to be tested josh is moved to japan where at
last he has a taste of freedom that freedom is short lived when cultists of the fallen angel belial attack josh
is thrust into a globe trotting adventure across japan israel siberia and even into the holy realm of heaven
itself the curse that runs through josh s veins the last echo of zeus is the key to an unimaginable power with
the gods apollo and hermes in tow josh finds allies in the remnants of the olympians but a chance encounter
with an ancient destruction deity leaves josh with two roads before him he can master the monster within but
at what cost following on directly from the novelette the wendigo incident don t miss this nail biting thrill
ride find out what secrets are hidden in the shadow of the old world today

In the Shadow of The Old World 2021-09-10

sometimes the quaintest places harbor the darkest secrets the idyllic small town of fall harbor was supposed
to be a fresh start for them but what they did not expect was the danger looming around the corner deep in the
shadows and hidden in the sleepy alleyways a new threat awaits an extremist group from the pre war days
lingers waiting for the perfect time to strike and jay s return home gives them what they ve been needing with
everything crashing around them jay s past is about to catch up to him putting the lives of his family at risk as
the fate of the free world hangs in the balance can alex and jay fulfill the prophecy or will they have to go on
the run once more

Dark World Oblivion 2020-09-09

jesse billiau has fled into the dark of the forests of vietnam with his enemy by his side not only is hunted by
different factions with sinister purpose but even the beasts of the wood turn their hungry eyes on him another
has also turned his deathly gaze upon the australian who is the mysterious baron samedi and why does he
continue to haunt jesse after each full moon massacre the old world saga continues directly on from book one
in the shadow of monstrous things with this novella from australian author joel preston comes a late
addition to the early story of the old world saga bridging the gap in jesse s journey between book one and book
three this is a dark story of self doubt and the struggle to survive in isolation as jesse tries to remove himself
from the civilised world he can t let them beast within him harm the innocent though can do little to stop it the
blurb surviving the deadly bite of a werewolf and fearing a life in chains jesse billiau is on the run with an
unlikely ally at his side jesse flees into the wilds of vietnam with the australian government hot on his heels his
escape goes awry when he is captured by drug runners and moved to a secretive compound deep in the forest he
has one advantage his foes don t know when the full moon shines the beast within is released and jesse becomes a
herald of death and destruction but when he sees what he s done jesse questions whether he can live with the
consequences of his actions in his moment of utmost despair the god of death baron samedi reveals to jesse that
his suffering is needed for greater events to come can jesse survive the predators of the jungle while he fights the
monster inside can he embrace his new nature or must he forever live in fear of the full moon this novella is
designed to be read after the old world saga book two rise golden apollo and before the wendigo incident an
old world saga novella
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Fear the Full Moon 2023-12-29

to save his family from starvation reimar with six more children are sold to the holy kyrkja so that everyone
in his farmhold might survive the deadly winter they are given over to a disgraced monk brother finn and his dog
bergamot who are pressed into service once more before being exiled to the outer wilds together they must
travel through the fearsome pinery and across deadly waters where nature itself tries to destroy them all
while brother finn s enemies plot to assassinate the children s only protector will they be able to run the
gauntlet of storms demons and hidden murderous plots to reach safety again akiniwazi is the untamed land of
the seven freshwater seas where steamships ply the lakes and the bodies of the dead do not rest the battlefield
for heaven and hell in a war where the prize is the soul of every man

A Light Rises in a Dark World 2017-02-17

this book is about the adventures of charlie and marianne it covers their sailing adventures adventures with
grandchildren and land adventures it also shows the role god had in their lives and how he has formed them in
their christian walk

The Schuler Saga 2011-05

welcome to the old world saga book one prepare to embark on an epic adventure from australian author joel
preston comes a story you won t be able to put down a new take on an age old genre will keep you turning the
pages until the very end after all it only takes a single bite to begin an epic adventure an ancient curse a story
from myth can he live in the shadow of the monster within in bronze age greece a foolish king dared to test the
storm gatherer zeus in his arrogance and hubris the king felt the wrath of that god and faded into obscure myth
or so the world thought the dark corners of the earth that ancient curse lingered twisting and mutating
creating rumours of a monster that dwells within a man through time and legend it passed until in whispers it
reached modern day greece facing an uncertain future joshua dare has embarked on a modern rite of passage a
european getaway in greece during a wild night out a mysterious barman tells josh that he s going to have a
particularly lucky night yet fate sees him walking home alone through the dark woods of corfu under the light
of a full moon destiny comes for josh in the form of a terrifying monster from myth a harrowing escape leaves
him wondering if it was all just a dream a vicious bite left no scar and dried blood seems to be all that remains
of his encounter back home in australia the secrets of that night are revealed in lunar light when the full moon
rises in the tropical city of cairns death follows legend becomes reality as josh struggles to comprehend the
changes he s undergoing a local policeman and his friend jesse knows something is connecting josh to a spate of
bloody massacres in cairns and he s not the only one now josh has been thrust into a world of hidden
organisations and shady government operatives his affliction is different to understand the power he carries
josh must unravel the truth of an ancient greek king cursed by a god chased by foreign agents and fearing the
beast within joshua dare needs to uncover old secrets revealed only in the light of the full moon get ready for
a supernatural thriller with bite inspired heavily by greek mythology in the shadow of monstrous things is an
exciting new telling of an age old monster story with some unexpected twists along the way for action
horror gore and a little romance look no futher than in the shadow of monstrous things

In the Shadow of Monstrous Things 2021-10-10

the official art book for the movie thor the dark world the 7th title reissue of the 24 book marvel studios the
infinity saga series published as a resized matching set the 7th of the 24 marvel cinematic universe infinity saga
film titles being published as a complete set packed with exclusive content this fully illustrated tome is a
comprehensive behind the scenes look at the creative process of bringing a god and his worlds to life on the big
screen follow the film s complete artistic evolution featuring exclusive concept artwork behind the scenes
photographs production stills and in depth interviews with the cast and crew here is everything you need to
know about the blockbuster film from its key players including marvel studios president kevin feige director
alan taylor head of visual development charlie wen along with the special effects gurus visual effects
designers award winning concept illustrators and storyboard artists who worked on the set and behind the
scenes to create the art of thor the dark world
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Schwarzer Sturm 2017-03-01

the new edition of this widely adopted book reveals how the popular media contribute to widespread myths and
misunderstanding about cultural diversity while focused on the impact of television feature film and popular
music the authors reach far beyond media to explore how our understanding values and beliefs about race
class gender and sexual orientation are constructed they analyze how personal histories combined with the
collective history of oppression and liberation contribute to stereotypes and misinformation as well as how
personal engagement with media can impact prospects for individual and social freedom along with updated
media examples expanded theories and analysis this edition explores even more deeply the coverage of race in two
chapters discusses more broadly how men and boys are depicted in the media and socialized and how class issues
have become even more visible since the great recession of the 21st century and the occupy movements special
activities and exercises are provided in the book and an online instructor s manual is available to adopters

Marvel Studios' The Infinity Saga - Thor: The Dark World: The Art of the
Movie 2024-09-17

this book explores how the heroes and villains of popular comic books and the creators of these icons of our
culture reflect the american experience out of which they sprang and how they have achieved relevance by
adapting to and perhaps influencing the evolving american character multiple generations have thrilled to the
exploits of the heroes and villains of american comic books these imaginary characters permeate our culture
even americans who have never read a comic book grasp what the most well known examples represent but these
comic book characters and their creators do more than simply thrill they make us consider who we are and who
we aspire to be icons of the american comic book from captain america to wonder woman contains 100 entries
that provide historical background explore the impact of the comic book character on american culture and
summarize what is iconic about the subject of the entry each entry also lists essential works suggests further
readings and contains at least one sidebar that provides entertaining and often quirky insight not covered in
the main entry this two volume work examines fascinating subjects such as how the superhero concept embodied
the essence of american culture in the 1930s and the ways in which comic book icons have evolved to reflect
changing circumstances values and attitudes regarding cultural diversity the book s coverage extends beyond
just characters as it also includes entries devoted to creators publishers titles and even comic book related
phenomena that have had enduring significance

Dark World Act 2 2020-10-21

japanese anime plays a major role in modern popular visual culture and aesthetics yet this is the first study
which sets out to put today s anime in historical context by tracking the visual links between edo and meiji
period painters and the post war period animation and manga series gegegeno kitaro by mizuki shigeru

Schwarzer Horizont 2016-10-04

from australian author joel preston comes a story unlike you have ever read two different eras two different
heroes a bond that reaches across the ages rise golden apollo follows melissa pythia an australian spy in
rome as she searches for a missing artefact with mysterious powers then follow the gods of the underworld in
an epic fight against the forces of heaven read on as the two stories come together and a greater threat is
revealed if you haven t read the old world saga yet then this is the perfect place to start rise golden apollo
is the sister story to in the shadow of monstrous things so you can t start the old world saga here instead
of book one you ll be hooked the blurb melissa pythia is a spy tasked with recovering a stolen artefact two
years ago during a military raid in lebanon melissa uncovered a mysterious golden sword with prophetic powers
now that sword has appeared again in rome a major crime family and secret paramilitary group linked to the
vatican are fighting to claim it melissa soon learns the vatican s true motivations are far beyond simply
procuring the item the artefact is tied to an ancient mythical conflict and melissa is the key to finding the true
owner of the sword the lost god apollo in 337 ad a war is raging heroes monsters and mythical figures battle
for the very soul of the world wounded in war and removed from reality apollo needs to find the key to
restoring his divinity that key is a woman in 2019 with a bond that transcends time melissa and apollo are
drawn together to stop a familiar enemy from finding a power that could consume the world from the mind that
brought you in the shadow of monstrous things comes the adventure of a life time it is time for the golden god
to rise again
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Media Messages 2014-12-18

with the mainstream s growing acceptance of worlds and storytelling spread among several different texts e g
films television series novels and comics this pioneering study employs a multidisciplinary approach combining
transmediality network theory and narratology to analyze the narrative network of the marvel cinematic
universe in this analysis christopher hansen thoroughly examines storytelling techniques while providing a fresh
theoretical framework to develop a structural model for interconnected narratives he redefines our
understanding of narrative dynamics in one of the most successful cinematic franchises of all time

Icons of the American Comic Book [2 volumes] 2013-01-29

discover the symbolic magic of the twilight saga

Anime and Its Roots in Early Japanese Monster Art 2010-02-01

creatures humans and even the vampire dracula search for the powerful immortal s guide in the dark world

Ancient Buddhism in Japan 1935

xavier delacroix must travel back into the dark world to take back the great vampire s sword but he finds the
dark world has changed since his last visit and the one who holds the sword is not ready to give it up

Ancient Buddhism in Japan 1935

everything will burn with magic restored to its rightful place dracula s secrets push xavier to leave the order
of the dragon behind he strikes out on his own driven by the sultry voice that continues its heady call through
his mind pulled to the one creature that can give him answers to the many question he seeks he takes matters
into his own hands and uncovers what could be a greater threat than elite creatures the once subdued
enchanters are on the move for their leader has finally awoken from his centuries long slumber and he is angry
determined to end the vampires and lycans existence once and for all but there are beings in the clouds who have
been kept from the dark world by stronger forces now that alexandria stone s beaming red light subdues vampire
lycan and elite creature alike they can return and their wrath is greater than anything the dark world has ever
known

Rise Golden Apollo 2021-04-01

an ancient history of the six nations is an early if not the first account of native american history and myth
written and published in english by an indian it tells the history of the six peoples or nations which are
teakawrehhogeh or mohawks newhawtehtahgo or oneidas seuhnaukata or onondagas shoneanawetowah or
cayugas tehooneanyohent or senecas and kautanohakau or tuscarora since the history is compiled from
ancient myths it has a legendary and folklore character it is interesting that this history was used as evidence
for the existence of bigfoot and the lake champlain monster

World Construction via Networking 2024-03-31

soviet and russian filmmakers have traditionally had uneasy relationships to the concept of genre this volume
rewrites that history by spotlighting some genres not commonly associated with cinema in the region including
cold war spy movies and science fiction films blockbusters and horror films remakes and adventure films and
chernukha films and serials introductory essays establish key aspects of these genres and directors biographies
provide the background for the key players building on the work of its predecessor which explored cinema from
the time of the tsars to the putin era this book will be warmly received by the serious film scholar as well as
all those who love russian cinema directory of world cinema russia 2 is an essential companion to the filmic
legacy of one of the world s most storied countries
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The Twilight Symbols 2012-09-16

discover some of comics� most daring writing and dynamic art�and thrill to the imaginative power of one of
the medium�s greatest masters�in the demon by jack kirby collecting the king�s complete 16 issue run on the
acclaimed series jack kirby reinvented the superhero genre with his sprawling saga of the fourth world�a bold
storytelling vision that was decades ahead of its time in honor of this extraordinary talent�s centennial dc
comics is proud to re present the groundbreaking work of the king of comics in a brand new series of collections
featuring his classic dc titles in all their four color glory following the success of the fourth world titles
kirby brought comics fans his most shocking creation yet the demon summoned from the stygian depths by merlin
himself to defend the legendary kingdom of camelot a rhyme slinging hell spawn known as etrigan was bound to
this mortal coil through the body of his all too human host jason blood but etrigan�s adventures would
continue far beyond the mythic and medieval past living on into the present day jason blood became one of the dc
universe�s most powerful masters of magic and the occult�and through it all his demonic alter ego has stood
at the ready ever eager to unleash his infernal powers in the service of blood�s undying battle against evil

The Immortal's Guide 2016-10-25

just got a nintendo wii game console thinking about one wii offers video games exercise tools the opportunity
to create a cool mii character and lot of other entertainment options wii for dummies shows you how to get
the most from this fun family game system this book shows you how to get physical with wii sports turn game
time into family time make exercise fun with wii fit and discover wii s hidden talents like displaying photos and
browsing the you ll learn how to hook up the wii to your tv home entertainment setup or high speed internet
connection get familiar with wii s unique controllers and learn to use the nunchuk balance board wheel and
zapper explore the wii channels where you can shop for new games play games online check the news and even
watch videos create mii avatars you can share enter in contests and use in games learn to use your whole
body as a controller and get fit while you play identify the best games for parties family events nostalgia
buffs and even non gamers build your skill at wii tennis golf baseball bowling and boxing use the wii message
board and full featured browser with tips on choosing games hot wii sites how to enjoy photos and slideshows
on your wii and ways to prevent damage to and from wii remotes wii for dummies makes your new high tech toy
more fun than ever

The Two Swords 2016-10-25

in the midst of a broken world hurtling towards destruction evelina emerges as the alpha and omega a
reluctant heroine caught between the clutches of tomorrow s world order and the ancient evil of the devil s
eyes cult her journey unfolds against a backdrop of sacrifice betrayal and love s impossible choices shaping her
into the hero humanity desperately needs as she grapples with her destiny and the burden of choice evelina s
quest for a future worth believing in becomes a war for the very survival of humanity will she defy the gods
plans and rewrite history or become the catalyst for humanity s doom join evelina in a celestial battle where
divine conflicts whispered secrets and a forbidden cult converge and witness the rise of the most hunted woman
on earth from wanted dead to the last hope for humanity paperback isbn 9798878124171

The Phoenixes of the Nest 2016-11-29

classic study of the myths and folklore of the micmac passamaquoddy and penobscot tribes glooskap the
divinity lox the mischief maker master rabbit more 12 black and white illustrations

David Cusick's Sketches of Ancient History of the Six Nations
2019-11-22

algonquin legends of new england by charles godfrey leland is a mesmerizing collection of myths and stories
from native american folklore featuring the legendary hero glooskap who created the world and battled evil
spirits this book takes readers on a journey through magical and mystical landscapes through glooskap s
adventures readers will learn about the origins of animals and the forces of nature and gain insight into the
beliefs and traditions of the algonquin people with its enchanting imagery and engaging storytelling algonquin
legends of new england is a great read for anyone interested in native american folklore and mythology
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Directory of World Cinema: Russia 2 2015-02-20

reproduction of the original

The Demon by Jack Kirby 2017-10-17

insight explore guides pocket sized books to inspire your on foot exploration of top international destinations
experience the best of iceland with this indispensably practical insight explore guide from making sure you don t
miss out on must see attractions to discovering hidden gems the easy to follow ready made walking and driving
routes will help you plan your trip save you time and enhance your exploration of this thrilling country
practical pocket sized and packed with inspirational insider information this will make the ideal on the move
companion to your trip to iceland enjoy over 12 irresistible best routes to walk or drive from reykjavik to
vestmannaeyjar myvatn husavik and the westfjords features concise insider information about landscape
history food and drink and entertainment options invaluable maps each best route is accompanied by a detailed
full colour map while the large pull out map provides an essential overview of the area discover your
destination s must see sights and hand picked hidden gems directory section provides invaluable insight into top
accommodation restaurant and nightlife options by area along with an overview of language books and films
includes an innovative extra that s unique in the market all insight explore guides come with a free ebook
inspirational colour photography throughout about insight guides insight guides is a pioneer of full colour
guide books with almost 50 years experience of publishing high quality visual travel guides with user friendly
modern design we produce around 400 full colour print guide books and maps as well as phrasebooks picture
packed ebooks and apps to meet different travellers needs insight guides unique combination of beautiful travel
photography and focus on history and culture create a unique visual reference and planning tool to inspire
your next adventure

Wii For Dummies 2010-03-04

this book is the story about a curious historian and scientist who is on the hunt for an ancient relic a jewel
that lies in the underworld a treasure hidden from mankind for thousands of years he and his team travel most
of the world to seek the relics to discover the dark secrets of the past and levy a milestone in the history of
mankind in his advent his hunt stops in the valley of kashmir which changed his life forever the adventure induced
serious life threatening incidences and circumstances but yet he finds blessings in disguise he also faces the tribes
of demons and meanwhile he gets jacked by a demon girl and she takes him in the heart of the underworld the
world which is a fable it forms to a harsh reality for him and for mankind a reader will find mesmerizing
imagination of the unseen world through the words of the author

An Analysis of Evelina the Novel Series & the TV & Film Scripts.
2024-01-31

tolkien s wizard gandalf wagner s valkyrie br�nnhilde marvel s superhero the mighty thor the warrior heading
for valhalla in led zeppelin s immigrant song and donald crisp s portrayal of leif eriksson in the classic film the
viking these are just a few examples of how icelandic medieval literature has shaped human imagination during
the past 150 years echoes of valhalla is a unique look at modern adaptations of the icelandic eddas poems of
norse mythology and sagas ancient prose accounts of viking history voyages and battles across an
astonishing breadth of art forms j�n karl helgason looks at comic books plays travel books music and films in
order to explore the reincarnations of a range of legendary characters from the nordic gods thor and odin to
the saga characters hallgerd long legs gunnar of hlidarendi and leif the lucky roaming the globe helgason
unearths echoes of nordic lore in scandinavia britain america germany italy and japan he examines the comic work
of jack kirby and cartoon work of peter madsen reads the plays of henrik ibsen and gordon bottomley engages
thought travelogues by frederick metcalfe and poul vad listens to the music of richard wagner edward elgar
and the metal band manowar and watches films by directors such as roy william neill and richard fleischer
outlining the presence of the eddas and sagas in these nineteenth and twentieth century works altogether echoes
of valhalla tells the remarkable story of how disparate age old poetry and prose originally recorded in
remote areas of medieval iceland have come to be a part of our shared cultural experience today how nordic
gods and saga heroes have survived and how their colorful cast of characters and adventures they went on
are as vibrant as ever
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Children of Ash 2016-01-27

The Algonquin Legends of New England 1884

Algonquin Legends 2012-02-10

The Algonquin Legends of New England, Or, Myths and Folk Lore of the
Micmac, Passamaquoddy, and Penobscot Tribes 1884

Algonquin Legends of New England 2019-11-22

The Algonquin Legends of New England; Myths and Folk Lore of the
Micmac, Passamaquoddy and Penobscot Tribes 2023-06-01

Insight Guides Explore Iceland (Travel Guide eBook) 2018-06-01

Sulaiman 2020-09-28

Echoes of Valhalla 2017-06-15
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